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GENERAL
There are a number of advantages to be obtained by
the removal

or

:fine dust and the proper proportioning

and mixing of the smaller grades o:f coal.

The dedust-

ed coal is much better :for mechanical stokers since it
contains very little dust to drop through the grates or
to be carried up the stack.

The .fuel bed is more open

with the dust remored, combustion is better, and the
draft is more easily regulated.

Dust removal also in-

creases the fusion temimrature of the ash,reducing the
amount o:f slag formed on the grate.

Elimination of

clouds of dust at points of discharge is advantageous
in places where the dust is a nuisance.
The proper pl'opol'tioning and mixing o:f the constituent sizes o:f coal is an important :factor in the

I:f taken as mined there is

preparation of a good .fuel.

considerable variation in the percentage of the various
sizes.

An excess of fine or coarse coal will decl:'ease

efficiencies and cause trouble with certain kinds of
equipment.
Mixtures of coal that pass through a 2 11 screen
are classified as screenings.
2 11 x

A 2 11 screening wou1d be

O; 1 1/2 11 screening l 1/211 x 0 and a 3/4" screening
-1-

3/4" x

o.

Most modern power stations burning coal use

screenings, carbon ( which is 5/16 11 x 0 coal ) or pulverized fuel.

DESCRIPTION MINE NUMBER ONE PREPARATION PLANT
Run of mine coal is fed by a reciprocating feeder
to the main shaker screens.

6",

Tb.ere are three screens with

3 11 and 2 11 round per.forations. ~ee of the products,

the plus 6 11 ; minus 6" plus 3 11 and minus 3" plus 2 11 go
directly to picking tables.

Men pick out the slate and

in.ferior looking pieces of coal as the coal passes over
the tables.

At the end of the picking table the coal

passes over a small shaker screen and then to adjustable
booms .for loading into railroad cars.

Screening before

loading removes the degradation, or undersize pieces of
coal caused by breakage from handling in the plant.

ill.a

coal passing through the degradation screens joins the
minus 2" coal f'rom the main shakers.
The minus 2" coal passes over a 5/16 11 screen and
the dust is removed from the minus 5/16 11 coal.

The

minus 5/16 11 coal is sent do\m a 4' wide chute in which
there are a number of adjustable vanes or plates which
form cascades in the stream of coal.

A nwnber 4

Sirocco fan is placed under the chute and the air is
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blown through the stepped openings in the chute up
through the mov1.ng stream of coal.

This blowing or agi-

tating fan lifts the fine dust particles .from the coal
stream.

The dust is removed by a large suction fan

placed above the chute.
the dust collector.

The .fan discharges the dust into

'lhe dust collector consists of a

large box which has three compartments.
partments has a series

or

Each of the com-

baffles to settle the dust.

In

the .first compartment a number of corrugated plates
placed in a fan shape help to settle out the dust.
The dust may be lCBded directly into cars .for disposal as re.fuse, or it may be conveyed to the rescreening plant and remixed with the screenings where dedusted
coal is not desired.
The minus 5/16" coal with the dust removed joins
the 2" x 5/16" coal and is conveyed to the rescreening
plant for sizing.

Shaker screens with 1 1/2 11 , 3/4"

and 5/16" openings produce the .fo11ow1ng sizes:

Minus 2"

plus 1 1/2"; minus 1 1/2" plus 3/4"; minus 3/4" plus 5/16 11
and minus 5/16".

The products from the screens are

placed in four large bins.

At the bottom o.f the bins the

four sizes may be loaded individually.

All sizes except-

ing the minus 5/16" pass over degradation screens be.fore

-4-

loading.

The

deg~adation

is returned to the first set

of screens in the rescreening plant.
The four sizes or any combination of two or more
may be drawn off the side or the bins near the bottom
onto a 30" wide belt mixing conveyor.

Adjustable gates

are provided for feeding the mi.». ng conveyor and any
desired mixtures can be loaded.

1

At the end or the con-

veyor the coal is loaded by means or a chute designed
to thoroughly mix the coal.

For each car loaded the

conveyor is momentarily stopped and a sample taken
across the belt.

The sample is screened and a record

kept of the percentage of sizes in each car loaded.
Screenings made by separating out the constituent sizes and then remixing them in definite proportions are termed "re-assembled screenings".
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PERCENTAGE OF SIZES MINE NO. 1
SIZES MINED
PERCENT

CUMULATIVE
PERCENT

SIZE

NAME

Plus 6"

large Lump

14.17

14.17

Minus 6" plus 3n

Furnace Lump

20.50

34.67

Minus 3" plus 2"

Small Egg

10.70

45.37

8.24

53.61

12.19

65.80

9.94

75.74

24.26

100.00

Minus 2" plus

li"

Minus ll" plus

!"

Minus

!"

plus 5/16n

Minus 5/16"

Special Stove
Chestnut
Pea
Carbon

SIZES IN CARBON BEFORE DEDUSTING
SIZE

PERCENT

CUMULATIVE PERCENT

Minus 5/16" plus 6 mesh

35.21

35.21

Minus 6 mesh plus 10 mesh

19.15

54.36

Minus 10 mesh plus 20 mesh

13.48

67.84

Minus 20 mesh plus 48 mesh

12.98

80.82

Minus 48 mesh plus 100 mesh

6.80

Minus 100 mesh plus 200 mesh

4.25
8.13

Minus 200 mesh

-8-

87.62 )

)
91.87 )

)
100.00 )

19.18

SIZES IN CARBON AFTER DEDUSTING

SIZE

PERCENT

CUMULATIVE PERCENT

Minus 5/lsn plus 6 mesh

39.68

39.68

Minus 6 mesh plus 10 mesh

21.48

61.16

Minus 10 mesh plus 20 mesh

15.10

76.26

Minus 20 mesh plus 48 mesh

14.26

90.52

Minus 48 mesh plus 100 mesh

3.86

94.38 )

Minus 100 mesh plus 200 mesh

1.85

96.23 )

Minus 200 mesh

3.77

)
)
100.00

)

9.48

SCREEN ANALYSIS OF DUST

SIZE

PERCENT

CUMULATIVE PERCENT

none

Minus 5/16" plus 6 mesh
Minus 6 mesh plus 10 mesh

1.25

1.25

Minus 10 mesh plus 20 mesh

6.63

7.88

Minus 20 mesh plus 48 mesh

13.88

21.76

Minus 48 mesh plus 100 mesh

33.63

55.39

Minus 100 mesh plus 200 mesh

19.88

75.27

Minus 200 mesh

24.73

100.00
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PERFORMANCE

The

DB terial

that pas sad through a 48 mesh screen

was considered as duet.

Screen analysis of the carbon

before and arter dedusting fbow a reduction :from 19.18

percent minus 48 mesh be:fore dedusting to 9.48 percent
minus 48 mesh after dedUJ

ti~.

The :follow1ng table

shows the amount of dust removed.

CARBON FEED
TO DEOOSTER

190 Tons
Per Hour

1330 Tons
Per Day

TOTAL MINUS 48 MESH

DUST REMOVED

IN THE RAW COAL

36.4 Tons
Per Hour

255 Tons 18.6 Tone 130 Tons
Per Day Per Hour Per Day

As in any air separation larger :flat pieces are
removed with the smaller cubical ones.

Experiments were

made to remove a larger percentage of the dust by in-

creasing the amount

o~

a Jr blown through the dust.

This

increased the amount of dust removed, but there was a

considerable increase in the anount o:f the dust that
was larger than 48 mesh.

The amount o:f extraneous

moisture also has some efi'ect upon the amount o:f dust
removed.

I:f the coal is damp the duet adheres to the

larger coal particles and is not so easily raised :from
the coal stream by the air blast.
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OPERATION
Little care is necessary in the operation of the
dedusting euipment after the adjustable gates in the
chutes have been set to give the best results.

The

controls for the rans are along side of the starting
equipment for the main shakers.

In starting the

plant the rans are started before the shakers and
in shutting down the fans are left running unt11 the
flow of coal has passed through the deduster.

The

collector cleans itself as the flow of dust is continuous whether it is being loaded out directly or
conveyed to the rescreening building.

FAN DATA
Motor Suction Fan

H. P.

115 Amperes

260 Volts

Amps. x Volts •
115 x 260
746
746
Motor Blower
40 Amperes
260 Volts
c

H. P. =

Amps. x Volts
746

=

40 x 260
746

R.P.M.
Fan

Size

Blower

No. 4 Sirocco

850

Suction Fan

No. 9 Si.roe co

1125

Fan

-11-

-

40 H. P.

--

14 H. P.
Water Gauge
Suction Exhaust

3.40"

i.oo"
.so"

H. P.

Suct:lon Fan

Efficiency

----

Area x Veloc:lty x Water Gauge x 5.2

33000

19.60 x 1860 x 3.4 x 5.2
33000

19.6 x 100
40

-

-12-

49.0%

-

19.6 H. P.

DESCRIPTION MINE NUMBER TWO PREPARATION PLANT

At mine number two the dedusting an:t mixing equipment were both installed in the rescreening plant.

The

plan followed in the preparation of the coal is somewhat different from that Of the other mine.

The coa1

hoisted in the mine cars is dumped into a weigh basket
from which it is fed to the main shaker screens.
There are two screens, one with 6" and the other 3"
round perforations.

minus

s"

The products made are plus

plus 3" and minus 3 11 coal.

s";

The plus 6" and

the minus 6 11 plus 3" go to picking tables, then over

degradation screens

am

are then loaded into cars.

The minus 3 11 coal 1s conveyed to the rescreen-

ing plant where it divides onto four sets

or

screens.

Five sizes are made in the rescreening plant, minus 3"
plus

2";

minus

2"

plus

li";

minus

1l"

minus~" plus 5/16" ani minus 5/16".

go directly to large bins.

plus~";

These sizes

These sizes may be loaded

out separately over degradation screens below the bins
or they may be taken out near the bot tom of the bin
onto a 30" wide belt mixing conveyor.

number one samples are taken

or

As at mine

all mixtures

or

sizes

loaded over the min ng conveyor and records ma.de of

-13-

the screen analysis.
On the .four sets of screens the minus 5/16 11 coal
is screened out .first and conveyed by chutes to the
rirst set of bins.

In these chutes adjustable gates

or vanes were p1aced and a current of air blown up
through the stream of coal.

Two blowing :fans are

used, each fan serving two chutes.

Above the chutes

are two suction fens which are number 8 Sirocco.

These suction fens discharge the dust into a collector
similar to the one used at number one mine.

From

the collector the dust may be loaded directly to cars.
or it may be

carr~ed

by a chute to the mixing con-

veyor if dedusted coal is not desired, or it may be
sent to the boiler room.

One of the boilers is at

present being used to experiment with a stoker to burn
the dust.
The percentage of fine dust removed is greater
w1 th this dedus ting equipment than with the equipment

at mine number one.

With the minus 5/16" coal divided

in to four chutes each 5' -o" wide, the coal stream is
thinner an:l moving less rapidly giving the air blast a
better chance to dislodge the fine dust particles.
nrl.ne number one limited space necessitated

-14-

dedusti~

At
all

ot: the minus 5/1.6 11 coal in one 4 1 -0" wide chute.

The

screening of the minus 5/l.6 11 coa1 is also less efficient at mine number one as all of the minus 2 11 coal is
screened on one shaker screen.

Some ot: the dust is

carried over the screen with the plus 5/16" coal.

With

four sets of screens and practically four times the
screening area none of the dust passes over the screens
with the plus 5/16 11 coal at mine number two.
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PERCENTAGE OF SIZES MINE NO. 2
SIZES MINED
NAME

P1us 6"

large Lump

14.81

14.81

Minus 6" plus 3tt

Furnace Lump

19.24

34.05

Minus 3" plus 2"

Sma11 Egg

10.33

44.38

Minus 2" plus li"

Special Stove

8.27

52.65

12.14

64.'19

9.89

74.58

25.32

100.00

Minus 1-l" p1us
Minus

.f"

i"

PERCENT

CUMULATIVE
PERCENT

SIZES

Chestnut

plus 5/16" Pea

Minus 5/J.6"

Carbon

SIZES IN CARBON BEFORE DEDUSTING
SIZES

PERCENT

CUMULATIVE PERCENT

Minus 5/16" plus 6 mesh

30.04

30.04

Minus 6 mesh plus 10 mesh

22.28

52.32

Minus 10 mesh plus 20 mesh

16.77

69.09

Minus 20 mesh plus 48 mesh

12.36

81.45

Minus 48 mesh p1us 100 mesh

6.59

Minus 100 mesh plus 200 mesh

4.10

Minus 200 mesh

7.86
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88.04 )
)
)
92.14
)
100.00 )

18.55

SIZES IN CARBON AFI'ER DEDUSTING

PERCENT

SIZE

CUMULATIVE PERCENT

Minus 5/16" p1us 6 mesh

44.93

44.93

Minus 6 mesh plus 10 mesh

22.82

67.75

Minus 10 mesh plus 20 mesh

13.86

81.61

Minus 20 mesh plus 48 mesh

9.96

91.57

Minus 48 mesh plus 100 mesh

2.97

94.54 )

Minus 100 mesh p1us 200 mesh

1.73

96.27 )

Minus 200 mesh

3.73

)

)
)
100.00

8.43

SCREEN ANALYSIS OF DUST

SIZE

PRE CENT

CUMULATIVE PERCENT

Minus 5/16" plus 6 mesh

none

Minus 6 mesh plus 10 mesh

2.68

2.sa

Minus 10 mesh plus 20 mesh

10.94

13.62

Minus 20 mesh plus 48 mesh

21.55

35.17

Minus 48 mesh plus 100 mesh

25.71

so.as

Minus 100 mesh plus 200 mesh

17.23

78.11

Minus 200 mesh

21.89

100.00
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PERFORMANCE

Screen analysis of the carbon shows a reduction of
from 18.55 percent minus 48 mesh before dedusting to
8.43 percent minus 48 mesh in the carbon after dedusting.

The quantity of dust :Ls:

CARBON FEED
TO DEDUSTER

2 (J1 Tons
Per Hour

1450 Tons
Per Day

TOTAL MINUS 48 MESH
IN THE RAW COAL
38.0 Tons 267 Tons
Per Hour Per Day

DUST REMOVED

20. 7 Tons 145 Tons
Per Hour Per Day

OPERATION
The operation of the deduster at mine number two
is the same as that described for mine number one.

The

dust is removed from the co11ector by a screw conveyor
which carries the dust outside of the p1ant.

From the

end of the screw conveyor the dust is handled in chutes.

-20-

FAN DATA
H. P. R.P.M. Water Gauge
Suction Exhaust
Motor Fan

Fan

Size

Blower

No. 6 Sirocco

15

-350

1.1011

Blower

No. 4 Sirocco

15

460

1.2011

Suction Fan No. 8 Sirocco

50

875

3.oo"

Suction Fan No. 8 Sirocco

50

875

2.so"

H. P. (No.l)
Suction Fan • Area x Velocity x Water Gauge x 5.2
33000

=

17.72 x 2450 x 3.0 x 5.2
33000
20.5 x 100
= 41.0 %

: 20.5 H. P.

Suction Fan= 17.72 x 2450 x 2.6 x 5.2
33000
Efficiency = 17.8 x 100
35.6 %
50

: 17.8 H. P.

Efficiency

=

50

H. P. (No.2)

=

Motor Suction Fans
H. P.

=

265 Volts

Amps. x Volts • 140 x 265

746

Motor Blower
H. P. :

140 Amperes

50 H. P.

746

42 Amperes

Amps. x Volts
746

:

=

265 Volts
265 x 42

746

-21-

-

15 H. P.

RESULTS
The dedusting operation reduces the percentage of
minus 48 mesh dust in the carbon to approximately 8 to

10 percent.
The collector catches about 90% of the dust from
the air.
The mixing or re-assembling mixes the sizes as
the coal is being loaded giving uniform percentages of
constituent sizes without segregation.
The value of any coal preparation process is
measured by the increased market available through the
improved combustion of the fuel.

Increased efficiencies

and higher ratings of boilers, or a lower steam cost
through the use of a cheaper grade of fuel represent
a saving to the consumer.

Such a saving increases the

sale of the fuel.

APPLICATION
------------'lhe dedusted re-assemb1ed screenings are applicable to more varied furnace and stoker conditions
than the screenings loaded as mined.
The 2 11 screenings have been successfully used
in hand fired boilers.

For this use the more

sive prepared sizes have heretofore been used.
-22-

e~pen-

With

proper mixing and a small percentage of fine dust there
are no difficulties due to fines dropping through the
grates.
The 2 11 screenings also make a good fuel for
Murphy and Firite stokers.

These stokers formerly re-

quired a higher priced fuel.
'lhe 1 1/2 11 screenings are satisfactory for a11
types of over and underfeed stokers.
The 1 1/2 11 dedusted screenings can also be used
as a fuel for producer gas on Morgan and Wood type genera tors.

A large saving is affected in the cost of gas

by using dedusted screenings in preference to the prepared larger sizes formerly used.
The 3/4 11 size meets the requirements for practically any kind of chain grate stokers.

This size is

also used for pulverizing in some plants burning pulverized fuel.

Some underfeed stokers can use the 3/4 11

size.
Dedusted carbon {minus 5/16 11

)

gives good results

for most plants using pulverized fuel.

With most of

the dust removed carbon does not clog the crushing
machinery.

The use of dedusted carbon in place of

screemings has resulted in large savings to some of

-23-

the power plants as carbon is considerably cheaper than
screenings.
Carbon can also be used for underfeed stokers
where the consumption per square foot of grate surface
is low.
stokers.

It can a1so be used on some chain grate
The grate must be in good condition or much

of the fine coal will drop through the links.

-24-

BOILER TESTS

The following tests are typica1 of results obtained
with dedusted re-assembled screenings and dedusted
carbon.
Test on 1i" Screenings.

Date:

September 5, 1934 to September 11, 1934 inclusive.

All computations are based upon combustion data taken
from the power company's steam flow charts and daily
steam analysis sheets.

Boilers number 3, 4, 5 and 6 - Murphy Stokers
Boilers number 7 and 8

Type

Average steam pressure

'E'

Stokers

- 148 pounds

Average feed water temperature-183° F.

- 1043.8

Total heat

B.T.U.

1.076

Factor of evaporation
Evaporation Data

Date

Coal (as fired}

Sept. 5

208,481 lbs.

Average Rati!!fS

Steam
1,786,000 lbs.

131%

6

169,007

n

1,444,000

"

156%

7

146,061

n

1,223,000

ft

151%

8

159,294

n

1,320,000

"

169%

9

25,549

n

185,000

"

88%

10

250,077

"

2,018,000

ft

138%

11

183.1935

n

1 2 618 2 000

"

133%

Totals 1,142,404

n

9,694,000

"

133% (Average)
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Proximate e.na1ys:is of coal
Volatile

30.60

Carbon

58.64

Ash

10.'76
6.51

Moisture

.56

Sulphur

B. T.

u.

12,511 (Dry)

Water actually evaporated per pound of coal as rired

-

9i594,000
42,404

1,

8.40 pounds

Equivalent evaporation per pound of coal as fired

-

8.40 x 1.076

9.04 pounds

Equivalent evaporation per pound of dry coal

9.04
100

x 100

6.51

Combined eff 1ciency

=

= 9.67

100 x 9.67 x 970.4
12511

= 75.0.%

Boiler efficiency (based on proximate analysis and
1043.8

B.T.u.

Heat input -

heat value)

Heat output@ 1043.8
Efficiency

=

14,292,616,414 B.T.U.

B.T.u.=

10,087,283,200 B.T.U.

12511 B.T.U.

=

71.5%
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Steam Costs
Coal previously used @ $ 5.71 and 11.16 pounds
evaporation : 25.6 cents per 1000 pounds steam.
Dedusted Screenings @ $ 4.18 and 9.04 pounds
evaporation • 23.l cents per 1000 pounds steam.
Saving or 2.5 cents per 1000 pounds steam.
Plant requires 650,000 1 000 pounds

o~

steam per

year. This represents an annual saving or $16,250.00
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Pulverized ruel p1ant using dedusted carbon
Results
Pulverizer

Unif'ine
307

B. H. P.
Duration (hours)

55

Average Steam pressure

163 lbs.

Minimum steam pressure

158 lbs.

Average reed water temperature

207° F.

Total hear (B.T.U.)

1021.2

Coal consumed (pounds)

68950

Actual evaporation (from and at
212° F.)
Average rating

11.0 lbs.
135%

Maximum rating

195%

Average C02

15%

Combined ef'f iciency

83.5%

Fuel cost per 1000 lbs. steam

17.3 cents

Pulverizing cost/1000 lbs. steam
With an evaporation

or

9.3 mills

11.00 pounds or water rrom

and at 212° F. per pound of coal the fuel cost would be
17.3 cents per 1000 pounds of steam.

With the ruel pre-

viously used the :fuel cost was 23 cents per 1000 pounds
of steam.

Saving 5.7 cents per 1000 pounds of steam.

Yearly requirements 175,000,000 pounds of steam @ 5.7 cents
per 1000 pounds equals $9,975.00 saving on fuel.
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CONCLUSIONS
A 1arge percentage of the dust contained in
screenings can be efficiently removed by the application
of air.
The object of the dedusting operation was to reduce the percentage of dust so that the dedusted
carbon wou1d contain less than 10 percent of minus 48
mesh coal.

Screen tests show the average for both of

the dedusters to be less than 10 percent.

An efficiency of 40 to 50 percent for the
suction fans is fair as the fan is operating with both
ends con.fined.
The collector removes in excess of 90 percent of
the dust from the air.

T.he remainder of the dust could

be removed from the air by construction of a bag house.
T.b.e mi:xing or re-assembling gives a uniform
product and the percentages can be varied to suit
special combustion requirements.

With screen analysis

of all cars loaded, percentages of sizes can be guaranteed.
The

dedusti~

operation removes the particles of

dust of low specific gravity.

Included in the lighter

particles are the fine particles of fusain or mother
coal.

The fusain though of low specific gravity has a
high ash content.

In removing the dust the percentage

of ash is decreased.
is increased.

The fusion temperature of the ash

The increase in .f\l.sion temperature

lessens the possibi1ity of clinkers forming in the
burning of the f'ue1.
Dedusting and re-assembling have resulted in
an increase in overall boi1er efficiencies of approximately ten percent.
As compared to screenings loaded as run of mine
the prepared screenings can carry approximately
thirty percent greater boiler ratings which gives a
greater horse power for a given capacity boiler.
Dedusting and re-assembling screenings has resulted
in a decided increase in sales.

The cost to the consumer

is approximately ten cents more per ton for the dedusted
screenings.

This increase is ample to cover the value of

the dust discarded and to cover the cost of the equipment
used to dedust the coal.
The dust discarded is not suitable for pulverized
fuel installations as they require in excess of 90% of
the coal to be minus 200 mesh.

The crushing and handling

equipment of these plants is not suitable to use this
dust.
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There are several possible markets for the dust.
Several stokers are on the market which can successfully
burn coal or this size without further grinding.

The

best possibility ror a market ror this dust is to make
it into briquets.
The objection to briquets is the amount of smoke
and the cost of preparing them.

The excess smoke and

the cost is due to the binding material, such as asphalt,
which is mixed with the coal in making the brlquets.
A process of making brlquets without the use of a
binder has been developed by the Illinois Geological
Survey.

These briquets burn with less smoke than the

coal and can be made cheaply.

This process when :rully

developed will orrer a good market for fine dust.
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